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A Discrete Least Squares Method
By Peter H. Sammon* Abstract.
We consider a discrete least squares approximation to the solution of a two-point boundary value problem for a 2mth order elliptic operator. We describe the approximation space of piecewise polynomials and devise a Gaussian quadrature rule that is suitable for replacing the integrals in the usual least squares method.
We then show that if the quadrature rule is of sufficient accuracy, the optimal order of convergence is obtained.
1. Introduction. Let a < b. We shall consider a scheme for finding an approximate solution to the following uniformly strongly elliptic boundary value problem: m Lu(x)= L (rlïDr(ars(x)Dsu(x)) = /(*) on (a, b), r,s=0
Lfuia) = Ifu{b~) = 0 for 0 <s <m -1,
where we require that ars(x) = asr(x) for 0 < r, s < m. For simplicity, we shall assume that the coefficient functions belong to C°° [a, b] . We shall also assume that L has a trivial null space so that unique solutions are guaranteed.
The approximate solution will be found by a discretized least squares method that utilizes a Gaussian quadrature rule for integral evaluation. The Gaussian rule will be studied because it provides a high degree of precision in general situations, at minimal computational expense. We will describe the method and show which Gaussian quadrature rules achieve the optimal order of accuracy when used with approximation spaces of piecewise polynomials. We refer the reader to Ciarlet and Raviart [2] for a thorough description of the discretized Galerkin method in Rd.
2. Preliminaries. We let Wr(a, b), r a nonnegative integer, denote the usual L - We shall suppress the {a, b) in the notation in what follows.
We note that our assumptions on L give us the following regularity result. If r is a nonnegative integer, then there is a constant C = C(r) > 0 so that (2.1) (l/C)ll*ll,+ 2« < WU\\r < C\\g\\r+2m for all g 6 Vr+2m.
We now introduce some notation which will aid us in our description of the ap- We assume that SH satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Sh C P"(A) n Cz [a, b] n W™ where n > 2m, z > 2m -1 and A = {x¡}f=0.
(2) We have that (2.2) inf II? -xll2m < Ch"-2m\\g\\n for ûlgEV", where h = max{(x/+ j -x¡): 0 < i < TV} and C is independent of g and h.
We note that C is allowed to depend on an upper bound a for the mesh ratio, given by (/i/min{(xí+1 -x¡): 0 < / <N}).
In the future, Cwill denote a generic positive constant that depends on L and all of the parameters that have been mentioned, except h.
Later we will need the following fact. IfO<r<s<n-1 and x e P"(A)> then iixii,,A<<^r~iirxiir,AThus, we have inverse properties in Sh. We also have Proposition 2.1. If n -2m> 2m, 0 < r < n -2m and v G W, then This result will be used later to choose K.
5. The Discretized Least Squares Method. We will now use our quadrature sum to define an operator related to the operator A mentioned above.
Let Á: V" -* Sh be defined for each g G V" as the function in Sh that minimizes \\L( ■ _¿r)lló>A over Sh. The next result will show that A' is well defined by this procedure and that it is characterized by the equation b'(g -A'g, x) -0, for all XGS*.
Theorem 5.1. If K = n -2m and h is sufficiently small, then A' is well defined and if g G V", we have that is well defined and is characterized by the equation noted above.
We now choose the x G Sh at which the infimum in (2.2) is attained. We will first show that (5.2) \\x-A'g\\2m<C\\x-g\\'2m>A.
Since b'(g -A'g, x) = 0, Schwarz's inequality (we recall that w.-> 0) and simple estimates yield the following:
<C||x-¿'*ll2JIX-*ll2m,AThis gives (5.2).
For each 0 </'<#, we let E¡g be the unique polynomial of degree (n -1) on (*/. */+i) that satisfies D2mEig(zi¡) = D2mg(zij) for 1 <; < K = n -2m and We now use another Taylor series expansion, as in the proof of (4.1), to show that l(IIX-^ll2m,A)2-0IX-^ll2m,A)2| < Ch2K\\x -Eg\\lK + 2m,A = Ch2K\\x-Eg\\î^<A < Ch2\\x-Eg\\22mA.
Note that inverse properties and the low polynomial degrees proved useful.
We now can complete the proof. We use (5.2)-(5.5) to find that IL? -A'g\\2m < \\g -Xhm + CIIX -<?llam,A <Chn-2m\\g\\n+C\\x-Eg\\'2mtA+C\\Eg-g\\'2m¡A < Ch"-2m\\g\\" + C\\X-Eg\\2m¡A < Cktt~2m\\g\\n. ü
We will now prove an L2 error estimate for g -A'g. Note that the hypotheses given below demand more continuity than those of the last result.
Theorem 52. If g G w2n~2m, K = n -2m and h is sufficiently small, then (5.6) ll^-^Vllo < Chmin^2"-Am)\\g\\2n_2m.
Proof. LetuG V2m satisfy Lv = (g -A'g)/\\g -A'g\\0. Then for any x e SH, we have that
Also, if w G F4m solves Lw = v, then ||w||4m < C. Using (2.2), (5.1) and inverse properties, one can obtain the following estimate:
(5.8) Wg-A'g\\2K + 2m¡A<C\\g\\2n_2m.
We will need this result later. Say 2m>n-2m. Since F4m C V", we can use (2.2) to find a x G Sh that satisfies ||w -xll2m < Ch"~2m. Then (2.1) shows that (5.9) ||u-Z,xll0<C/i"~2m.
Since w G V", we can proceed as in the last proof and define a piecewise polynomial Ew G P"(A) which satisfies an estimate like (5.3). Then using inverse properties and this polynomial, one can easily show that (5.10) Hxll2K + 2m,A =IIXll"-l,A<C-Taking this x in (5.7) and using (4.1), (5.1) and (5.8)-(5.10) we obtain the result for 2m > n -2m. Say 2m < n -2m. We can use (2.3) to choose a x G Sh that satisfies ||u ~Lx\\0 < Ch2m. We then can construct a piecewise polynomial Ew, of degree (4m -1) on each subinterval of A, so that the 2mth order derivatives of w and Ew match at 2m Gaussian points. We have, via the techniques of [1] , that (5.11) \\w-Ew\\rA <Ch4m-r for0<r<4m.
Then using (5.11) and inverse properties, we see that If we take this x in (5.7), we can estimate the first term using (2.3) and (5.1). We can use (4.1) and inverse properties to estimate the second term as follows:
|(6-6^-^,X)l<CÄ2,,~4m~"+1+4W|^-^ll2X+2«,AllXll4«,AThen (5.8) and (5.12) complete the proof. □ Using the techniques of this section, it is possible to estimate \\Ds(g-A'g)\\0 A for 0 < s < n.
We note that to use these methods on (1.1) in practice, one must find the solu- given by (5.1) and (5.6). Thus, upon examination of Section 3, we see that if K = n -2m Gaussian nodes are used in each subinterval of A, the discretized least squares method obtains the optimal order of accuracy. We refer the reader to Russell and Varah [3] for a discussion of the computational merits of the discretized least squares method.
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